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Arc Shaped Bamboo Cutting Board
Spice up your kichen with a bamboo cutting board that can be easily 
personalized with your initials or favorite monogram. This cutting board is 
also perfect for a wedding, anniversary or housewarming gift.

The bamboo cutting board has been tested and approved for food safety.

11.8" x 14.96" BAB8
11.8" x 9"                         BAB9

Bamboo Cutting Board
Designed for rotary engraving, laser engraving, UV-LED printing and Heat 
Transfer printing. Hand wash only.

The bamboo cutting board has been tested and approved for food safety.

13.5" x 9.75" x 0.43" BCB2

Bamboo Cutting Board (No Handle)
Designed for rotary engraving, laser engraving, UV-LED printing and Heat 
Transfer printing. Hand wash only. Available in 8" x 6"(20 per case) and 11.8" 
x 15.7"(12 per case) sizes

The bamboo cutting board has been tested and approved for food safety.

11.81" x 17.72" BCB12
6" x 8" BCB4

Heart Shaped Bamboo Cutting Board
Show your love with a heart shaped bamboo cutting board. It is perfect 
to personalize with a special quote or even the initials of those near and 
dear to your heart. Designed for rotary engraving, laser engraving, UV-LED 
printing and Heat Transfer printing. Hand wash only.

The bamboo cutting board has been tested and approved for food safety.

9.76" x 6" x 0.35" BHB5

The Bamboo Collection
The Bamboo collection of products are laser engravable, UV-LED printable and Heat Transfer receptive. 
Made from environmentally friendly and sustainable bamboo, these products offer a contemporary look with 
outstanding durability. All products are FDA-certified food safe pre-fabrication.



Round Bamboo Coaster (4/pkg)
Protect your home furniture and enjoy the perfect beverage with a 
round bamboo coaster. Easily personalized with initials or a favorite 
family design while bringing a natural look and catch your visitors’ 
eyes. Designed for rotary engraving, laser engraving, UV-LED printing 
and Heat Transfer printing.

Hand Wash Only.

3.75" diameter BRC1

Round Bamboo Cutting Board
Spice up your kichen with a bamboo cutting board that can be easily 
personalized with your initials or favorite monogram. This cutting 
board is also perfect for a wedding, anniversary or housewarming gift. 
Designed for rotary engraving, laser engraving, UV-LED printing and 
Heat Transfer printing. Hand wash only.

The bamboo cutting board has been tested and approved for food safety.

11.75" diameter BRB11

The Bamboo Collection

Bamboo Wine Bottle Shaped Cutting Board
Spice up your kichen with a bamboo cutting board that can be easily 
personalized with your initials or favorite monogram. This cutting 
board is also perfect for a wedding, anniversary or housewarming gift. 
Designed for rotary engraving, laser engraving, UV-LED printing and 
Heat Transfer printing. Hand wash only.

The bamboo cutting board has been tested and approved for food safety. 

13.5" x 7" x 0.43" BWB1

House Shaped Bamboo Cutting Board
Spice up your kichen with a bamboo cutting board that can be easily 
personalized with your initials or favorite monogram. This cutting 
board is also perfect for a wedding, anniversary or housewarming gift. 
Designed for rotary engraving, laser engraving, UV-LED printing and 
Heat Transfer printing.

Hand Wash Only.

10" x 10" x 0.32" C-BCBH



Square Bamboo Coaster (4/pkg)
Designed for rotary engraving, laser engraving, UV-LED printing and 
Heat Transfer printing. Hand wash only.

Hand Wash Only.

3.82" x 0.33" BSC2

The Bamboo Collection

Square Bamboo Coaster
Protect your home furniture and enjoy the perfect beverage with a square 
bamboo coaster. Easily personalized with initials or a favorite family 
design while bringing a natural look and catch your visitors’ eyes. Also 
available as a set of 4 (Item: # BSC2). Designed for rotary engraving, laser 
engraving, UV-LED printing and Heat Transfer printing. 

3.82" x 3.82" x 0.33"zz BSC1

Round Bamboo Coaster
Protect your home furniture and enjoy the perfect beverage with a round 
bamboo coaster. Easily personalized with initials or a favorite family 
design while bringing a natural look and catch your visitors’ eyes. Also 
available as a set of 4 (Item: # BRC12). Designed for rotary engraving, 
laser engraving, UV-LED printing and Heat Transfer printing.

Hand Wash Only.

3.75" diameter BRC3

Hand Wash Only.


